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The design “Märchen” (German; meaning fairy tale) is inspired by 
a combination of Nicole Fuller’s childhood memories of enchanting 
fairy tales, her favourite flower Peonies and the artist Cy Twombly. 

These three influences flow into a rich visualisation of Nicole’s 
imagination forming beautiful dripping Peonies clustered across 

the silk wallcovering. The hand-painted design is presented in seven 
unique colourways true to Fuller’s dramatic colour palette, each 

named after a classification of Peony. 

FRONT  COVER  IMAGE  Märchen in Krinkled White
R IGHT -HAND IMAGE  Märchen in Late Windflower
Credit: Photography by William Waldron, Styled by Mieke Ten Have



IMAGE  Close-up of Edith Cavall

"Marchen is several things to me; it is both an homage to 
the work of Cy Twombly and his delicate, precise drip forms 

recurrent in his painting, and a garden fairytale fantasy. 

Peonies have a duality to them; they are exuberant and robust, 
while very ephemeral and delicate. The talented artists of 

Fromental have distilled these influences and ideas beautifully 
in my new wallcovering"

Nicole Fuller



Technical Information

Material and Technique
Hand-painted onto paper-backed silk.

Dimensions
Height - Panels are supplied 300mm/12” 
higher than specified wall height. Standard 
panel height is up to 4300mm/14ft. Taller 
panels are available with a surcharge.

Width - Standard panel width 
915mm/36” plus 15mm/ ½” trim.

Fromental wallcoverings are hand-made 
to order, tailored for each room.  From 
supplied elevations and floor plan, we 
will place the design and panel seaming 
to ensure optimal installation.
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Colourways

01 Buck Eye Bell on Stellar Silk 02 Claire de Lune on Cardigan Silk 03 Late Windflower on Silver Lichen 
Dupion Silk

04 Henry Sass on Beet Silk



Colourways

05 Moonrise on Black Silk 06 Krinkled White on Delon Silk 07 Edith Cavall on Custom Strata Silk


